174.12 (13) "t" and "c" are cone conformers, "a12", "a13" and "p" are respectively 1,2-alternate, 1,3-alternate conformers, and partial cone conformers. Calculations are also carried out for I·4Br with the similar geometries with that of I·4Cl (figure not shown here). 
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I·4Br-a12
-4.65 (0.72, 0,06, -0.07) I·4Br-a13 3.83 (5.98, 5.14, 6.30) [I·5Cl]‾-t 0.00 (0.00)
[I·5Cl]‾-c 9.47 (2.93) [I·5Cl]‾-a12 14.55 (1.54) [I·5Cl]‾-a13 30.65 (6.26) [I·5Cl]‾-p 16.80 (3.51) [I·4Cl·F]‾-t 0.00 (0.00)
[I·4Cl·F]‾-c 12.08 (3.98) [I·4Cl·F]‾-a12 13.66 (4.58) [I·4Cl·F]‾-a13 32.90 (7.65) [I·4Cl·F]‾-p 9.31 (5.35) a Aqueous phase was treated with Polarizable Continuum Model (PCM) and geometry optimization was performed.
[
Supplementary Figure S15 | Calculated geometries of n[I·5Cl]‾. Calculated geometries of the selected isomers of n[I·5Cl]‾ at the B3LYP/TZVP level of theory, where n=1-3. Supplementary Figure S17 | Fluorescence emission spectra of the fullerene, C 60 , with II•5Br excited at 389 nm. C 60 (0.001g, 1.38 μmole) was added into the aqueous solution of II•5Br (24.8 mM, 10 mL), and the mixture was refluxed for 2 hours. The same amount of C 60 was also added into water (10 ml) and refluxed for 2 hours for the control experiment. Fluorescence spectroscopy was carried out after cooling down the mixture which was refluxed for 2 hours. Recently we have isolated a crystal structure of calix[8]imidazolium, which is unfortunately a poorly determined structure. Though the derived structure is low resolution diffraction data, it contains sufficient information to determine the target structure. Additionally, the calculated structure provides a good agreement with the low resolution diffraction data. We believe that the low resolution structure is indeed reasonable in spite of the poor data quality, and further expansion of the ring size is possible. This preliminary experiment shows that calix[5]imidazolium has potential as an electronic double layer transistor to replace the normally used ionic gel. Further adjustment of callix[5]imidazolium with a hydrophobic tail might enhance the properties of the ionic liquid, thereby improving the transfer characteristics of the top-gated graphene transistor fabricated with callix[5]imidazolium.
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